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To Whom It may concern,

I DO NOT SUPPORT THE EXTENSION OF THE EMERGENCY BILL (until 31st October, 2022).

It has become common knowledge that the data on the Covid Emergency has been significantly
exaggerated.  A large majority of the public is well aware that the statistics presented to the public
were manipulated.

This manipulation presented to society has created fear and has resulted in segregation in society. 
This segregation is the highest form of discrimination I have experienced in the 47 years of my life.

I am an Allied Health worker with 20 years working and studying in the industry, and I can not get a
job in my chosen field, that I have studied for and used my entire life savings and inheritance from my
mother to start my business that was successfully running right up until the day of the initial closure
on March 16, 2020.

My business never recovered.  I had finally started to created an income for myself after much
sacrifice getting my business established. I had survived the 5 year milestone, with blood, sweat and
tears, only to have it close and never to reopen in that full capacity again.  I tried but was then closed
again on December 17th due to the mandates in the health sector, even though I was working
independently, in a small rural town which was hardly affected by the virus.

I was the only Allied Health in the Region. Now there are none and clients from my area now have to
drive over 2 hours return to get services, they could get right at their front door.

I have lost everything I had worked for.  I had reinvested every cent I had earnt, and have now
basically lost over 500k invested in my business.  

I can't get a job locally and 3 hours of driving for a short shift isnt viable.  Employers wont even look at
me because I am not up to date.

I chose not to get join the experimental cohort due to previous reactions to vaccines.  I read the
information and I didnt consent to the conditions of the trial and coersion techniques were not going to
work for me due to the health risks they posed to me.

Now I have zero income and we struggle to pay our bills each week.

Extending this bill, when it is clearly no longer an emergency will further compound the situation of
people like myself.  

Why did i bother going to uni, why did i bother dedicating my life to helping others. Why did I bother
starting a business in a community where I saw lack.

I dont know why i bothered, i should have just sat on my behind and collected benefits and i would be
in a better situation than I am today.

What the government has allowed to happen to our country is beyond comprehensible.  When has a
'one size fits all' approach to health ever had success. Never. So why would an untested Genetic
Therapy be the golden ticket.  It may be a golden ticket to the share holders of the companies
involved, but for everyone else its been a travesty. 

I implore you not to extend the emergency when many countries are treating it as the flu and using
other forms of treatments to treat the virus.

Please do not extend the emergency bill.
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Kind and Heartfelt Regards,

T Pearce
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